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COMMENTS OF CENTER FOR DIGITAL DEMOCRACY
The Center for Digital Democracy (“CDD”) respectfully submits these comments in
response to Jest8 Limited, Trading as Riyo, Application for Approval of Parental Consent
Method.1 CDD is a national nonprofit, nonpartisan organization dedicated to promoting
responsible use of new digital communications technologies, especially on behalf of children and
their families. CDD has a strong interest in ensuring that the Commission only approves
verifiable parental consent (“VPC”) methods that fully comply with FTC’s rules and with the
underlying purpose of the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (“COPPA”).
Jest8’s proposed VPC mechanism should be denied. The proposal fails the requirement
that VPC mechanisms be reasonably calculated to ensure the child’s parent is the person
providing consent and the proposal poses a risk to consumer data. CDD also raises other
important information the FTC should address if children are to be effectively protected under
the statute.
I.

Jest8’s Application.
Jest8 proposes a system that uses facial recognition technology to verify identity based on

a photograph identification card (“photo ID”). Jest8 refers to this system as “Face Match to
Verified Photo Identification” (“FMVPI”). FMVPI involves essentially three steps. First, the
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person uses their smartphone, webcam, or other camera to take a photo of a photo ID. Second,
the person takes a photo of themselves. Third, the photos are sent to Jest8, which compares the
photos and determines whether the person on the photo ID is the same person as in the second
photo.2 If Jest8 determines the photos match, the consent process is complete. If Jest8 determines
the photos do not match, consent would be denied and the person would have to initiate the
FMVPI system again.3 The review process purportedly takes fewer than 270 seconds 95% of the
time.4 Jest8 says it has an agreement with Jumio and its Netverify ID scanning and verification
technology to implement the facial recognition-based matching system in the area of children’s
privacy.5
II.

The FTC should reject Jest8’s proposal.
The FTC should reject Jest8’s proposal because it is not reasonably calculated to ensure

the person giving consent is the child’s parent, and the proposal presents a significant risk to
consumer data.
a. Response to question 2: The proposal is not reasonably calculated to ensure
the person providing consent is the child’s parent.
Jest8’s proposal for a VPC mechanism based on facial recognition technology and
matching photos to photo IDs fails to meet the standard under 16 CFR §312.5(b)(1) for at least
two reasons: first, facial recognition technology is not accurate or reliable enough to be deployed
in the sensitive area of children’s online privacy; and second, children will easily circumvent the
system.
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i. Facial recognition technology is not reliable enough to protect
children’s online privacy.
Facial recognition technology is still not accurate or reliable enough to be used in the
sensitive area of children’s privacy. The COPPA Rule requires that VPC mechanisms ensure the
person providing the consent is the child’s parent.6 Relying exclusively on facial recognition
algorithms will undermine that principle because facial recognition has not proven accurate or
reliable enough to avoid mismatches or incorrect results and Jest8 has provided no evidence that
its proposal is more accurate.
Facial recognition technology has proven inaccurate based on many factors. Facial
recognition technology still routinely returns false positives and false negatives based on
“environmental factors, the quality of the matching algorithm, the scope of the database, as well
as image quality.”7 In the area of law enforcement, the FBI has said “[c]onversion, lighting,
angle, [and] resolution” can lead to inaccurate decisions.8 In a recent review of several
commercial facial recognition algorithms, NIST concluded that performance of algorithms varies
substantially. In this review, NIST tested six facial recognition algorithms by attempting to
match faces to particular photos. For matching faces in high quality photos, the error percentages
ranged from 4.1% to 20.5%. For matching faces in lower-quality and webcam photos, which
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Jest8 will allow in its proposal,9 the error percentages range from 11.3% to 66.9%.10 In fact,
NIST found that “[a]ll algorithms are intolerant of webcam images, giving elevated miss rates.”11
Several recent incidents have illustrated that facial recognition algorithms are not ready to
be used as a parental verification method. One example involved an algorithm inaccurately
identifying a person based on his photo ID. A Massachusetts man had his license revoked
because the state’s algorithm, which was designed to identify fake IDs, thought his ID was fake.
However, his ID was real, he simply looked like another driver.12 Another example involves
Microsoft, which recently released an app that was designed to guess a person’s age based on
faces in photos. Its algorithms were so inaccurate that they turned into an Internet meme.13 In the
law enforcement context, the FBI uses facial recognition technology for tracking potential
criminals that could return inaccurate results up to 20% of the time.14
Jest8 does not address any of these issues, nor does it offer any solutions or allege its
proposal has better match rates. It allows users to take pictures on their own devices, which will
vary widely in quality. Even worse, Jest8 allows use of webcams, which are known for their low
quality. Further, Jest8’s testimonials and “case studies” do not prove the efficacy or accuracy of
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its technology. Without further evidence from Jest8, the FTC should not assume the proposed
algorithm will be sufficient under COPPA to protect children.15
Jest8 further claims that several large institutions “have used FMVPI to verify identity for
a number of years.” However, this misleadingly implies that many industries have accepted the
technology and have no hesitations about it. Jest8 does not disclose that some industries have
been reluctant to implement facial recognition software. In a recent GAO report, the GAO
indicated that facial recognition “technology [is] not in broad use by financial institutions
because of concerns over its accuracy.”16 Further, Jest8’s limited “case studies” show only
Netverify’s use in situations unrelated to children’s privacy (e.g., casinos and Bitcoin retailers)
and do not prove the proposal would adequately protect children’s privacy.
Thus, facial recognition technology is not robust or reliable enough to ensure children’s
privacy is protected. However, even if one assumes the technology is accurate enough to protect
children’s privacy online, this system is easily circumvented.
b. Children will effortlessly circumvent Jest8’s system.
Jest8’s proposed FMVPI system has another critical flaw: it will be easily circumvented
by children. As discussed above, Jest8’s proposal requires a person to (1) take a photo of their
photo ID, and (2) take a photo of themselves. The singular purpose that this system serves is
ensuring that the person in the photo ID is the same person in the second photo, which leads to
an easily circumvented system.
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Jest8’s system would verify the ID holder, but children themselves can get photo IDs that
would presumably pass through Jest8’s algorithm without problem. Children can get learner’s
permits and even driver’s licenses in many states at age 14.17 Minors can get a U.S. passport at
any age.18 Given that young children have photo IDs, it could be children themselves that use the
system to grant “parental consent.” Alternatively, the child could consult an older sibling, an
older friend, or essentially anyone with a photo ID to get “parental consent.” So long as the
person taking the photo is the same person as on the photo ID, the system would appear to be
satisfied. This process would be nearly effortless for the child and could occur entirely without
the child’s real parents ever knowing.19
Relatedly, the application does not assert that the proposal would take measures to ensure
the person in the photo ID and in the separate photo is the child’s parent. While this system
could likely never establish with 100% accuracy that the person consenting is the child’s parent,
Jest8’s application does not indicate that it checks for certain information that could increase the
likelihood of the parent-child relationship. For instance, the proposal does not indicate that its
algorithm verifies the birth date on the photo ID to ensure the person is a proper parental age. An
ID with a birth year of 2002 or later is extremely unlikely to be the child’s parent because that
person is thirteen or younger. It is also unlikely that a person under the age of eighteen is a
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parent, which means Jest8 could probably filter for any birth dates past 1997. Though, if Jest8’s
algorithm did verify birth date, it must delete that information promptly after collection to
minimize risk to consumer data.20
Jest8’s proposal authenticates the identity of the ID holder, not the parent-child
relationship. The FTC made clear when it rejected AgeCheq’s second VPC application that
mechanisms that authenticate something other than the parent-child relationship would be
rejected. In AgeCheq’s case, the proposed system “authenticate[d] the device rather than the
user.”21 In Jest8’s case, the proposal authenticates the ID only, not the parent. Thus, the FTC
should reject this application.
III.

Response to question 3: The method poses a risk to consumer data.
There are several reasons that this method poses a risk to consumer data. First, the

proposed process is used for data extraction in other contexts. Second, the “Netverify” privacy
policy indicates Jumio, the company that uses this system in other contexts, collects extensive
data about users. And third, Jest8 has little to no track record in privacy protection, including
addressing the interests of children.
The same photo ID authentication system is used in other contexts to extract data from
photo IDs. For instance, the video provided by Jest8 in its application
(https://vimeo.com/118353806) explicitly states that the Netverify software “accurately
capture[s] the image for authentication and data extraction.”22 Other similar systems are used for
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data extraction as well, including “Document Verification and Face Match” from Identity
Verification Services, which will “capture the face of the user while verifying and extracting the
data from driver [sic] license, identity card and passport.”23 Jest8’s proposal is adapted from
contexts where one of the primary purposes of the system is the collect and extract data about
people. Thus, the FTC should be wary of claims that applicant will delete the collected data. One
potential solution, as discussed in the COPPA Statement of Basis and Purpose, would be to limit
collection of “identification information to only those segments of information needed to verify
the data.”24 If the system verifies photos, it could blur other data and only verify photos.
The Netverify privacy policy describes practices that would be alarming in a COPPA
context. The privacy policy discloses that Jumio may collect, through Netverify, “name, physical
address, email address, telephone number, social security number, driver’s license number, state
or national ID card number, passport number, other ID card number, credit or debit card number,
CVV, expiration date, and/or date of birth.”25 Jumio may also collect “a visually scanned or
photographed image of your face and/or your identification card, driver’s license, passport,
utility bill, bank account statement, insurance card, or credit/debit card.”26 Jumio shares all data
it collects with “Third Party Data Controllers,” which include its clients and other third parties
with which Jumio does business.27 Jest8 has not provided any proof or verifiable plan, only mere
promises, that it will delete its data. It further provides no proof or plan that it will not share the
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extensive amount of data it will collect through this system with third parties. These practices are
unacceptable under COPPA and should preclude approval of this application.
Last, applicants appear to have little experience with protecting anyone’s privacy, much
less children’s privacy. Jest8 and Riyo are relatively new companies. They were incorporated in
December 2013 and have few assets.28 Tom Strange, Director of Jest8, has a background as a
chartered accountant.29 Mr. Strange’s lack of qualifications calls into question his ability to
properly protect children’s privacy through his software. CDD is concerned that the system
proposed in the application would put children at risk unless the FTC engages in a detailed
analysis of the proposal, the companies involved, and their background.
IV.

Conclusion
There are several reasons to be concerned about the Jest8 proposal. It is not reasonably

calculated to ensure the person providing consent is the parent. Facial recognition technology is
not yet where it should be to be deployed in the complex and important context of children’s
privacy. Further, the proposal is easily circumvented by children and is designed only to ensure
the person in the photo ID is the person in the second photo. It does not ensure the person
consenting is the parent, or even a relative, of the child. Last, the risks to consumer data are too
high to approve this method. This method is used for data extraction in other contexts, which is
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confirmed by the Jumio privacy policy. Also, the applicant lacks experience in this area and at
the very least that should raise doubts as to applicant’s ability to truly protect children.
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